It’s hard enough to master one language, much less two. English language learners (ELLs) face a unique challenge: learning English and academic content, while also meeting increasingly rigorous standards for college and career readiness.

How do you identify the needs of this diverse population? How can you customize an action plan to ensure these students are successful in meeting ELA grade-level expectations?

**LANGUAGE! Live.** The Proven Solution for Your English Language Learners.
Help Them Achieve

English language learners are like other students who have difficulty mastering ELA skills: they have inner potential yet to be discovered. Our challenge is unlocking their promise and helping them believe they can master English language skills; that they can achieve academic success.

Identifying the needs of linguistically diverse students and creating a plan to ensure they meet grade-level ELA expectations is the first step in fostering that advancement and success. LANGUAGE!® Live provides instruction in ELA and English language development (ELD) simultaneously to accelerate ELL students’ achievement in middle and high school.

LANGUAGE! Live’s online instruction and teacher-directed lessons provide the needed balance for ELLs to acquire the language and become proficient decoders, readers, and writers.

Flexible and Differentiated

Differentiated instruction is key for ELLs who may struggle in multiple ways, requiring tailored instruction to overcome challenges and experience success. Key Benefits for English Language Learners:

1. Differentiated instruction with multiple entry points, self-pacing, and individualized support
2. Explicit verbal and text instructions, as well as opportunities for students to repeat instructions, words, or phrases
3. Consistent vocabulary to introduce new skills and concepts—building academic language and providing the repetition needed for understanding
4. Excellent models of English and correct pronunciation with ample support and practice opportunities
5. Background knowledge and frontloaded content with engaging multimedia tools, discussion, and collaboration
6. Direct instruction and guided practice in language structures with writing, grammar, and speaking and listening
It Takes Two to Succeed

1. **ONLINE WORD TRAINING** fills the gaps to help ELLs master foundational skills

   With *LANGUAGE! Live*s Word Training, students receive consistent, interactive lessons with flexible pacing, ample practice, and the ability to learn privately and independently. Word Training engages students with motivating videos, interactive lessons and practice, avatars and incentives, and tools for collaboration.

   **ELLs Progress with Word Training by:**
   - Developing a deep understanding of how English is structured
   - Building oral language skills
   - Increasing automaticity and fluency in English

2. **TEXT TRAINING** offers challenging content and teacher-led instruction

   *LANGUAGE! Live*s Text Training utilizes the power of teachers and their expertise to guide students in close reading of challenging, relevant, and multicultural texts, focusing on vocabulary/morphology, grammar, fluency, comprehension, critical thinking, and writing.

   **Text Training Advances ELLs by:**
   - Building background knowledge through content-area learning
   - Deepening vocabulary knowledge
   - Examining specific text features to aid with text understanding
   - Supporting and advancing students’ abilities to fluently speak English
   - Developing grammar and writing skills
   - Providing a variety of text types and mediums

---

**READINGSCAPE**

Getting students to read requires getting and keeping their interest.

*LANGUAGE! Live*s online library, ReadingScape, includes engaging literary and informational texts with audio, animation, and video—providing the engagement and support ELL students need to become successful readers.
A sample of ELL students using LANGUAGE! Live with sufficient instruction and all three Benchmark assessments showed almost a year and a half of growth in one year.

**Almost 1.5 Years’ Growth in One Year!**

With LANGUAGE! Live, a good implementation equals good results. Students exceed typical gains and close the gap quickly. For example, with a 45-minute implementation, it is common for teachers to facilitate classrooms in which students have completed 6 to 7 units in **Word Training** and **Text Training**. Research shows that a well-balanced program leads to great results.*

Students gained almost 1.5 YEARS in one academic year

---

**Real Users Share What LANGUAGE! Live Does for Students**

> With our benchmark testing, we are seeing classes using LANGUAGE! Live getting Lexile® boosts of 300 points.
> —Sean Prince, Curriculum Principal, Bartlett High School, Anchorage, AK

> My first (benchmark test) was 480. My next one was 900-something. I freaked out.
> —Walter, Student, Bartlett High School, Anchorage, AK

> They’ve been in elementary school for six years and they come to me as a second-grade reader. They leave here a near-grade-level reader; a literate adult-level reader when they leave here with three years’ of LANGUAGE! Live intervention.
> —Karen Loy, Principal, Northwest Middle School, Knox County Schools, TN
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Visit teachlanguagelive.com to view:

- Curriculum overview videos
- Complimentary samples
- Interactive program walkthroughs
- Evidence of effectiveness

**LANGUAGE! Live**

Try LANGUAGE! Live with your ELL students today.

Visit teachlanguagelive.com or call 1.800.547.6747.
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